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This document provides a summary of Community Workshop #3 Survey results which was available from 
January 13th to February 4th, 2022. The survey was created in conjunction with the Land Use Alternatives 
Report and complimented the third Community Workshop held virtually on January 13, 2022. The 
survey was designed to encourage residents to participate even if they were unable to attend the 
workshop. The intent of the survey was to gauge the preference of the three land use alternatives, as 
outlined in the Alternatives Report. In addition, the survey allowed the City and Consultant team to ask a 
series of questions related to mobility options. Questions provided as part of the survey were in a 
multiple-choice format with the opportunity to provide written responses and comments on applicable 
questions. Feedback solicited from the community will be used throughout the process to select and 
narrow sites for potential housing and support the creation of goals, policies, and programs in the 
General Plan. The feedback provided on following pages are presented as written, without editing, and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the City. Any comments that contained profanities were removed. 
There is no ranking or order to these ideas.   

Topic: Land Use Alternatives  
Location: Online via plansolvang.com 
Responses Received: 183 community participants 
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Question 1 – What is your relationship to the Solvang Community? (Select all that apply) 
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Question 2 – Have you visited the project website (plansolvang.com)? 
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Question 3 – If you live in Solvang, for how long? 
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Question 4 – Do you live and/or work in Solvang? 
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Question 5 – Did you attend the Virtual Community Workshop held on January 13, 2022? 
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Question 6 – What type of development do you feel that Solvang needs more or less of?  
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Question 7 – What is the most important concern you have about future growth in Solvang? 
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Question 7 [continued]: What is the most important concern you have about 
future growth in Solvang? The responses below are answers to those who 
responded “Other (please specify).” 

Responses 
All of the above! 
Solvang is a destination for so many tourists that love the quaint feel that we valley people 
feel. To increase the density whether residential or commercial will not bring in enough want d 
revenue, and it will increase an already terrible traffic congestion issues. The city should relook 
at their budget and see where we are leaking revenue or spending. Also, homeowners pay a lot 
in property taxes; why isn’t Solvang able to receive their fair share. Creating a denser area, will 
create many long-term problems, for near term fiscal policies. 
Most of the above 
what's the rationale to increase size of Solvang with non-English speaking people?? 
There is not enough water available to support more housing or growth 
Lack of long-term plan for traffic congestion and affordable housing. 
Urban Growth Boundary is vital- Residents MUST have control over growth. IF the City should 
increase it's boundaries, the STATE OF CALIFORNIA WILL MANDATE how our town will look 
WITHOUT ANY LOCAL CONTROL(s). 
Need non tourist business to service local community. 
Traffic through and alternate routes around town. 
That it is done tastefully with allowances for parks, green spaces, bike paths and recreational 
easements. 
Solvang is special and not many places are left like it, but kids and teens need more to do. 
Tourists have enough to draw them here. 
What's here needs to be maintained better. Electrical cords on sidewalks, potholes, long 
restroom lines on weekends and holidays, etc. 
Staying relevant with the higher end tourist market and hence bringing higher tourism $$ 
That it would be poorly planned for, resulting in unsolvable traffic and/or infrastructure problems 
My biggest concern is traffic. Mission/246 is already a mess. 
more diverse ways of generating tax revenue - not just tourism 
That we don't have sufficient water or infrastructure for it. 
Not enough infrastructure. Traffic already bad as well 
Effectively all of the above, but my main concern is traffic, overcrowding, and loss of open 
spaces. It's beginning to feel alienating to locals 
Impact of the casino growth and related traffic passing through Solvang 
Quality of life for residents (who are the voters) needs to be better addressed 
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Question 8 – Based on the image below and the two land use designations identified in the focus 
area:  

• High Density Residential (identified in blue) 

• Tourist Commercial (identified in pink) 

Are there any additional areas or land use designations within the focus area that you feel we 
should consider?  
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Question 8 [continued] – Based on the image above and the two land use designations identified in 
the focus area:  

• High Density Residential (identified in blue) 

• Tourist Commercial (identified in pink) 

Are there any additional areas or land use designations within the focus area that you feel we 
should consider?  
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Question 9: If you answered YES in question 8, please identify what areas you 
feel should be included in the focus area. 

Responses 
How about between Buellton and Lompoc! 
No area no expansion 
We don't need more people in this valley. We don't have roads, water, sewer capacity to handle more 
people - visitors or residence. Visitors could care less less about our water and sewer issues so the 
residents of Solvang are asked to cut back. 
I think they should be left as is. Not only for the charm of Solvang, but the road infrastructure is not 
able to sustain increase in traffic that would come with the increase residential and commercial 
growth. Also, what business are planned for the comm’l areas - small businesses or big box stores, 
and who would fill them esp. in this inflationary time. And, the proposed residential- is this low 
income, high density housing that would impact the area infrastructure including water usage and 
crime increase. 
Traffic 
CA housing legislation changes residential density potential citywide. Should consider including 
southern notch in map down to Elverhoj St. as part of focus area. Need to add SOI Industrial area on 
western boarder. UGB expressly allows development of that area. 
Perhaps consider adding all ages mobile home park with updated, family friendly, affordable units 
Light industry, general commercial 
All areas because there are no areas showing, so the plan wouldn't be correct. 
HIGH density should be along the Fjord / proposed 246/ River area. 
We need some activities for young people. 
The area to the East of the TRC; south of the 246/Mission 
I don’t agree with the areas identified but you did not give me the option to say that. 
Instead of cramming more housing into the city, use the edges. There are beautiful locations behind 
Nyborg Estates or by the river. These have lovely views too 
Yes, I think you should consider Fjord as a bypass for Mission/246. The upper residential areas of 
Solvang (Skytt Mesa, Chalk Hill, Viborg, Laurel, etc) are being inundated with traffic and it's not fair. It 
should be dispersed throughout the city. 
Nothing included. Do not make a less dense area now a dense area. It should stay as is. 
Open space/recreation 
I don't feel that high density residential fits at all in Solvang, period. We need quality, lower income, 
housing for sure. The property that was a lumber yard and is now a proposed hotel should be 
housing. We don't need another hotel, especially a high end one, and the idea of adding those tiny 
employee housing units on the site is insane. Solvang's charm is that it's an old fashioned SMALL 
town. Let the housing be developed in Buelton and Lompoc and improve bus transport. 
188 Acres coming to town from Buellton flats, RV park for tot to the City of Solvang General fund. A 
tax increase for the community. 
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Question 9: If you answered YES in question 8, please identify what areas you 
feel should be included in the focus area. 

Responses 
Parks and playgrounds. Youth center. 
Open area south of the mission 
Public/Institutional (if that includes schools, parks, library, Senior Center, etc.) We need to take these 
areas in consideration when planning growth. 
unused city lots, lots designated as recreational 
Public service areas are not broken out. Some of the "open space/recreation" that is used to calculate 
the percentage of open space is not public land. People cannot walk on the Alisal Golf course, or on 
land adjacent to the road, which is privately owned! WHY is it included in open space? 
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Question 10 – Based on the image below and the two land use designations identified in the focus 
area:  

• High Density Residential (identified in blue) 

• Tourist Commercial (identified in pink) 

Are there any additional areas identified within the focus area that you feel should NOT be 
considered?  
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Question 10 [continued] – Based on the image above and the two land use designations identified 
in the focus area:  

• High Density Residential (identified in blue) 

• Tourist Commercial (identified in pink) 

Are there any additional areas identified within the focus area that you feel should NOT be 
considered?  
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Question 11: If you answered YES in question 10, please identify what areas you 
feel should be removed from the alternatives. 

Responses 
Along Alamo Pintado Corridor 
All of the above. 
All opposed to any of this 
All. Stop the insane growth. 
All of it. Easy money that will destroy our community will have long lasting ill effects on our 
community. I am not opposed to growth, but this seems excessive. I wonder who is being told how we 
will benefit, and what their true desire is?? Is it to denigrate small American towns that have a sense 
of community? What are the true benefits of these plans? Who is benefitting from this? Follow the 
money. 
The largest area to the north far from commercial area 
This map is too dense. It’ll be too congested for our city. 
High density residential 
I understand idea of fingers to be sure gateways are considered. Question of including Mission Oaks 
because much of it is single family residential not multi-family. There is land presently probably 
preserved as greenbelt by its HOA near Viborg and a parcel within single family homes that is 
undeveloped. But that should be considered as part of look at where there is undeveloped land 
available. Also, does it make sense to include Atterdag Village in the focus area. It, at most, might add 
a few more residential units. Need to address question of continuing to keep Quail Valley and Janin 
Acres in SOI. County places them in SY township and thus in areas that could be served for water by 
ID#1 and for wastewater treatment by SY Community Services District. Taking in existing housing 
might well increase deficit. In case of Janin Acres, no sewer system but a water system needing work. 
Too much to explain!!!!! 
All of the high density residential. We do not have the water to support more families living here. Also 
the issue of traffic should be addressed before housing. There needs to be a bypass route to go 
around the downtown section of Solvang. A idea would be a 4 way light at 246 and Skytt Mesa Drive. 
Connect Skytt Mesa Drive to Fjord Drive. Then connect Fjord Drive to Alamo Pintado Drive. 
Open space/recreation 
Once again your survey isn't showing an image. 
High density residential along Mission (246) 
high density residential. There is too much already 
Alamo Pintado close to Mission...there is enough commerce and congestion and medical 
offices...keep the open space or make it a park 
As previously stated, Mission Oaks does not lend itself to high density development due to the size of 
the lots and the hillside it’s sits upon 
Again I don’t agree with the designated areas. 
high density residential along hwy 246 
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Question 11: If you answered YES in question 10, please identify what areas you 
feel should be removed from the alternatives. 

Responses 
High density residential 
I'm not in favor of high-density residential development 
The large open area along Viborg. 
The area west of Fifth St. 
All of it. NO MORE GROWTH 
Blue area 
Light industry 
Pink 
same as #8/9 but I don't see a difference in the maps! 
blue do not touch the Blue area for more housing water and sewer 
The area that is the corner of Viborg and Alamo Pintado. I live on Chalk Hill Rd across from the 
cemetery and we are already a huge cut through for traffic. If you add more housing there I think 
people will cut through Viborg and Fredensborg Canyon and then Chalk Hill Rd to Skytt Mesa. I can 
not have MORE cars speeding by my house putting my animals and children at risk. 
I'm not sure Mission Oaks is correctly characterized - pls check. 
The downtown area SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED. There are tons of existing apartment complexes, 
some very small and outdated (I lived at Alisal Oaks when I first moved here) they should be 
optimized and revitalized to allow renters. There should not be more people living upstairs in our 
restaurants.... 
Keep Agriculture and Open Space As is: We are already very dense. 
North east area of mapping for housing would cause major traffic issues 
High density along alamo pintado is not good 
The center section (near Alisal and Eucalyptus) is already very densely built-up. I also think it would be 
a shame to lose the beautiful open green spaces in the other areas. 
Bottom of 5th 
Mission Oaks is not high density 
I answered yes because your map does not expand and I cannot really see these areas that are 
designated as high density. 
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Question 12 – What types of multi-unit housing are appropriate for Solvang? You may select more 
than one choice below.  

*Please note, this question refers to the housing type(s) ONLY and does not reflect the anticipated 
architectural style or design.  
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Question 12 [continued] – What types of multi-unit housing are appropriate for Solvang? You may 
select more than one choice below.  

*Please note, this question refers to the housing type(s) ONLY and does not reflect the anticipated 
architectural style or design.  
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Question 13: State law is requiring all California communities to plan for more 
housing by right. This includes a range of housing, including multi-unit housing 
(condominiums, apartments, etc.). What are the best locations for multi-unit 
housing in Solvang?  
 
Responses 
Solvang infrastructure can support the residence now. We have a water shortage, sewer capacity 
issues and traffic issues and you want to add and invite more people! 
No where. Stop the growth. Can't get around town now so we want more congestion? 
California law may state this, but we can fight this too. Tides are turning, and many of these insane 
“rights” will be considered unlawful. Again, who is/will be benefiting from this plan? 
Closer to tourist/commercial area 
Mixed use, including mixed affordability levels within same development. Might consider small 
versions of townhomes, condos, apartments. ADUs can be important part of mix (a version of small 
cottages). Will probably see some 4-plexes as a result of state legislation. 
Cottages or duplexes 
Alamo Pintado Rd 
In appropriately zoned infill sites and at hillside development sites near sites featuring transportation 
and commercial uses, which would be normally cost-prohibitive for single family development. 
High Density Housing 
Along Alamo Pintado Road across from Nielsen’s Center. 
There is not enough water! Pay the fine for not meeting the mandate. What good is housing if you can 
not meet the demands of a essential need such as water. Keep thinking of tax revenues that the city 
wants. Think of the people that live here and the quality of life. 
Tourist commercial areas, Alamo Pintado area, corner of Alamo Pintado and Mission 
Mixed use 
DR-20 parcels and guest houses on existing lots. 
Near sunny fields, alamo pintado. 
Wherever there ia s large plot of land, and we need to use some of these buildings for the homeless. 
Or make rent cheaper for the people that can't afford all the million dollar homes and have to go 
stand in line for food every week. 
above commercial units and offices with existing parking 
Anywhere there is space of commercial buildings not being used, or commercial buildings that owners 
wish to sell for a reasonable rate. 
Alamo Pintado vacant lots, Old lumber yard, property behind Copenhagen House and across the 
street, old outlet building 
We should push back. Do not change the character of Solvang. There are plenty of surrounding areas 
for multi unit housing. 
Fjord / SY River corridor 
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Question 13: State law is requiring all California communities to plan for more 
housing by right. This includes a range of housing, including multi-unit housing 
(condominiums, apartments, etc.). What are the best locations for multi-unit 
housing in Solvang?  
 
Responses 
off Avenue Pintato 
As identified in high density residential (blue) 
The area south of 246, before Alamo Pintado and the Montecito Bank and Trust Center. Also the 
north east corner of Alamo Pintado and Village Lane, and the land below Mission Oaks above Mission 
Drive and west of Alamo Pintado. 
The old lumber yard or outlet malls on Alisal, commercial buildings that are vacant in town now can 
convert to residential urban units 
close to existing high density. Along 246 
Close to the town center- It is already set up for traffic and congestion. 
Lompoc 
TRC 
Outside of the city area so as not to impact the traffic and parking problems of the city. 
areas that will not impact traffic. 
Everywhere. Let’s move on and make comfortable life not only for business owners who work in 
tourists industry. We need to drive smoothly to the post office, eat well at the places without waiting 
long line, find a parking spot when we stop shopping. Let’s be expended. 
People move here because they like space and don’t want to be crowded like sardines in big cities 
I prefer mixed use within the current "downtown" Solvang area. We have many commercial buildings 
in complete disrepair that could be mixed use. 
In the areas designated as "high-density" development 
as indicated and in the city but provide parking 
in the downtown area to create a walkable and vibrant community. hard to tell on this map 
Buellton�����, off Alamo Pintado Rd., by the Quarry/ agriculture area off 246. 
On the edges of the city and where the lumbar yard used to be 
Where they won’t block light and views for others. 
For mixed-use, in the Tourist-Commercial District. For others, locations that would facilitate the best 
access and traffic flow through town for the residents, so as mot to make the traffic worse. 
Fir Avenue, Alisal Road 
Near Alamo Pintado, the downtown east of Fifth and up Alisal. 
Fight the law. NO MORE PEOPLE 
Depends on the size of the complex. Don't go too many stories. 
It depends on size and appropriateness for surrounding neighborhood. These can be done in a way  
that meets needs of moderate/middle level housing. Not McMansion-sized condos next to 
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Question 13: State law is requiring all California communities to plan for more 
housing by right. This includes a range of housing, including multi-unit housing 
(condominiums, apartments, etc.). What are the best locations for multi-unit 
housing in Solvang?  
 
Responses 
a small house. 
I don’t think we can do that and maintain Solvang. State law should rethink this. 
NONE! 
NOT in the entrances to Solvang. If possible, near Nielsen's Building Materials; near Sunnyfields park if 
available. 
Nowhere. 
East Solvang 
Along Alamo Pintado between Hwy. 246 and Sunny Fields Park. 
I agree with the housing location on your maps. 
Locations I D’d on map 
Downtown... can convert some SFR to multi family or convert commercial property on the west end 
of 246/Solvang to multifamily housing 
Alamo Pintado & 246 east 
Condominiums townhouses 
Between town and the river. Between Alisal and the neighborhood down by the river and mobile 
home park. How about a mixed use industrial and loft apartments along Fjord Rd on the river side? 
Make it a great walking area where tourist can shop and people can live with beautiful views of the 
mountains. Face all the buildings towards the river bed make it an industrial art/open air market feel. 
Something NOT DANISH old and dusty. Kinda like industrial ways art area. Solvang needs some edge. I 
feel like all my friends who visit here and are from SB think of Solvang as old people dusty doll shops 
and pastries. Can we make a cool river walk and utilize that beauty? Like open air art studios with 
living above. Downtown Solvang can cater to the Danish Vibe and stay the same as its been for 50 
years. Look at Ashville NC Open Art Studios along the river or Bend OR has a great funky area near the 
river with shopping and living. My 2 cents. haha 
In the focus areas. There is very little vacant land available and suitable for housing. In #14 below, I'm 
unable to check no for Triplex. Your survey won't allow more than one No response. 
As long as the entrance/exit to housing is NOT off of Mission, I think I'm ok with whatever goes up 
Across from Nielsen's plaza 
lot 72 
Near the hospital, Alamo Pintado area, there is some open space there that could have apartments 
added without adding too much downtown traffic. 
Lumber yard Old bank bldg corner 
Out of sight from downtown area and not blocking light and views from existing residential 
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Question 13: State law is requiring all California communities to plan for more 
housing by right. This includes a range of housing, including multi-unit housing 
(condominiums, apartments, etc.). What are the best locations for multi-unit 
housing in Solvang?  
 
Responses 
units if possible. 
Alisal Mesa Road or the buildings currently where the motorcycle museum are. Keeps congestion off 
the highway and open space for housing/multi purpose growth not retail. 
in the proposed high density zones 
Commercial areas and open land areas 
Along 236 heading West. 
I realize that we need to move forward with more development, but it makes me sad to know that we 
will be losing open spaces to cars and multi-story buildings. I think the southern area toward the river 
would be the least intrusive. : ( 
Multi-unit housing should be close to things like shopping, transportation, schools, and other services. 
The areas closest to the Tourist Commercial area that are close to services and walkability is good. 
Near city services (walkable), shopping, and transportation. 
Mixed commercial 
In Buellton. 
I don't know 
I would encourage Solvang to stand strong against Calif. State overreach....and refuse to comply with 
their big government tactics. Contact other communities and band together to say NO.....stay out of 
our communities. 
Away from the central district unless it matches a Danish architecture. 
south of Mission on Windmill lane between Alisal and Glen Way north of Fjord dr 
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Question 14 –Do you support the inclusion of duplex/triplex/fourplex units in existing 
neighborhoods if designed for compatibility with existing homes?  
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Question 15 –What is the highest density you feel could work in Solvang? 
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Question 15 [continued]: What is the highest density you feel could work in 
Solvang? The responses below are answers to those who responded “Other 
(please specify).” 

Responses 
2 per acre 
None 
No more growth. Stop the insanity! 
None of the above 
2 -4 units per acre 
This is awful 
None seem acceptable 
Maybe raising from 20 to 30. Hard to visualize changes in density. 
No more growth!!!! 
4 units per acre 
Depends on location 
Consistent with current. The construction on old mission will be a blight on our community 
8 units per acre 
Less building of any sort 
5 units per acre 
enough to generate affordable housing options for low to moderate income folks and set asides 
for seniors 
12 
ZERO 
unsure of what each of these actually looks like. There's a sweet cottage courtyard of homes 
on Eucalyptus near Alisal. More of that is needed. 
None 
4 DWELLING UNITS PER ACRE 
The way it is right now 
Too dense 
20, assuming they are multi-family structures, i.e., apartments. 
Probably no more than 10 dwelling units per acre due to the lack off infrastructure capability 
8 dwelling units per acre 
definitely no more than 6-10 units per acre 
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Question 16 – On a scale below, what is the maximum building height you feel could work in 
Solvang? (current allowable height is 35 feet) 

*Note: Building height per the City of Solvang Municipal Code is defined as: “The vertical distance 
from the lowest finished grade level to the highest peak or highest roof structure.” 
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Question 17 – Do you prefer any of the land use alternatives presented in the images below and 
outlined in the Alternatives Report?  
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Question 18 – Why did you choose Alternative A, B, or C in Question #17? If you chose “None of 
the Above”, please skip and proceed to question #19?  

 

Question 18: Why did you choose Alternative A, B, or C in question #17? If you 
chose “None of the Above”, please skip and proceed to question #19. 

Responses 
The city needs as much affordable housing to diversify the population of Solvang. Adding affordable 
housing would allow people who work here to afford to live here 
Keeping open space 
B allows for growth that will not destroy the Solvang that I love 
Any other alternate plans would create a traffic nightmare and uses of natural resources unintended 
consequences! 
Middle ground, Santa Barbara and many cities do well with mixed use in city centers. Many options 
for residents and businesses, not only for tourists. 
B allows for some increase in density, which could be done without destroying village feel. Need to 
know what actual height of existing buildings with height greater than 35 feet is to determine what 
impact of 45' maximum would look like. I think 45' in some locations would destroy current feel of 
Solvang. 
Not as high density 
Because housing is a desperate need in our community. We don't have workers because housing is so 
expensive. Only rich people can afford to live here. Good, talented, helpful people are leaving or being 
destroyed by having to work so much just to have a decent quality of life. 
Steps need to be taken to increase the availability of affordable housing while preserving Solvang's 
architecture, heritage and small-town charm. Increasing the density of affordable housing stock is 
manageable and Alternative B seems to have the best approach. 
Solvang desperately needs more reasonable housing for Solvang employees. 
I’m a moderate. We can’t just do nothing (A). Compromise is where no one gets what they want. Pick 
the middle option(B). And, Option C would change Solvang too much. 
Solvang does need more housing. 
It seemed like my the most reasonable # to start with for our small town. Obviously, there's room to 
move the # up or down. 
The need for more multi-family units in Solvang is exceedingly necessary at this time. 
Best solution 
Important to increase the number of affordable housing options. 
Alternative A is appropriate for our community. We should stay rural. 
Seems like the best solution for positive change 
It would help people get into homes and find housing. The most economic as well. The city can afford 
a slight loss for the gain of the people. 
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Question 18: Why did you choose Alternative A, B, or C in question #17? If you 
chose “None of the Above”, please skip and proceed to question #19. 

Responses 
I want more housing but want to ensure traffic and roadways and services can support more people. 
Existing growth patterns can be supported by infrastructure/circulation 
Goldilocks choice. 
Housings is a huge need in our valley. Not only have prices risen drastically above income, but the 
effects of expensive housing go beyond people affording rent, to ability to afford food and healthcare. 
Alternative C offers the best response to the housing crisis in our community. 
We need more housing units and high density in TRC seems like a good place. 
Keep Solvang Solvang. 
Our City INFRASTRUCTURE / Roads / SEWER/ and WATER can NOT handle more population than the 
current number.... Duh....? 
It’s moderate. 
Balanced approach 
Because it is allowing more growth and "infill", but not too much. 
What we have is not working and a Mx may be a rational option 
Just trying to keep the charm that Solvang has. So A is the least change 
Solvang is great the way it is now. 
The best place to start is developing vacant or underused parcels. 
There’s already too many people and traffic sucks 
Meets State requirement. Achievable. 
Until the by pass road around Solvang is created, I don’t think we should approve a development plan 
that increases the traffic problems. 
too much traffic already. 
People like open space 
We need some more housing but should go with a moderate plan that provides more housing while 
maintaining a balance within the community. 
We don't need more traffic or tourists; Solvang is already at capacity with both. Let's keep our unique 
small town the way it is! 
good middle of the road choice 
High density should not be within the tourist area. 
We need more housing and commercial space but not at the expense of what makes Solvang so 
appealing 
Already too dense for area 
Allows the State guidelines to be met without over density resulting. 
We can't be completely NIMBY so I selected a modest increase to density. 
There would still be a shortage of roads for a larger population and visitors. If there is too much 
density, there will not be enough parking for all the residents and visitors. 
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Question 18: Why did you choose Alternative A, B, or C in question #17? If you 
chose “None of the Above”, please skip and proceed to question #19. 

Responses 
No growth!!! 
Solvang is already getting too crowded. Infrastructure cannot handle tourist plus local traffic, 
especially on weekends. 
I want to see more mixed use in the TRC. I feel mixed use communities create strong communities. I 
want more live/work communities and neighborhoods 
TO PRESERVE THE UNIQUE VILLAGE CHARACTER OF SOLVANG. PUT MULTI-UNIT HOUSING IN LA AND 
SF AND GET THE HMELESS OFF THE INTERCHANGES! 
As it is necessary to add dwellings, B offers the least disruption in my opinion. 
Change is going to occur no matter what. This represents an acceptable level of development 
consistent with the nature of the city. 
A and B both seem to me to be adequate for the projected growth, but B seems a bit more flexible. 
Meets SYV goals 
I would prefer things to remain as they are but, if that can't happen, Alternative B is the lesser of all 
evils. Alternative C should not even be considered for Solvang. 
Slow growth seems better 
Because we are currently short of water for the current population and don't think we will have the 
resources or infrastructure to support the other Alternatives' population growth. 
I believe the town could use more housing. Many young people who work in Solvang do not live here 
because housing is so expensive. 
Solvang is small and not a "high density" type of community given configuration and available use of 
existing spaces / land. 
High density will ruin Solvang. It already isn’t like it was when we moved 40 years ago. 
fewest units 
The neighbor behind me got a permit from the City Council (yes you before everyone was ousted) and 
built an ADU with a special permit from the City Council that waived the 5 foot boundary from our 
land. He built the tallest building he could legally build (35 feet) 2.5 feet from our property, and it is 
now a towering wall that covers 6 property's back yards. I can reach out and touch it. If this is allowed 
for every single property, we will be closed in and nobody will be able to see anything out their 
windows. LIKE ME. This is a small town, it was not designed to be anything but a small town. Allowing 
people like my neighbor to build fortresses in their front yard where no building was ever supposed to 
be that deteriorates our own land and reduces our home value and completely obliterates our view of 
our town is what will happen if more and more are allowed to build. We should go at the slowest rate 
possible because humanity are going to be around until we are extinct, people will still be moving 
here 100 years from now. 
Smallest footprint effect 
Feel Solvang is big enough now. 
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Question 18: Why did you choose Alternative A, B, or C in question #17? If you 
chose “None of the Above”, please skip and proceed to question #19. 

Responses 
relatively minor increase to density. I prefer lowest density increase as possible as I feel we are 
already crammed in too close, both residential and businesses. 
I feel the traffic, water usage and general infrastructure can only support this kind of growth 
It addresses housing needs while keeping some space between folks. 
best housing to job ratio and more favorable to existing residents/families. 
the infrastructure of Solvang is not physically capable of supporting increased population in larger 
numbers. There should be more multiple family dwellings but at numbers that fit the city's ability to 
provide services. I realize this is a factor of the EIR analysis but needs to be realized. 
Preserve character of Solvang 
Solvang needs more housing. I think there should be housing in the tourist area. 
Parks in better locations. 
I'm so conflicted! I understand that we need to provide more housing but I am deeply opposed to 
anything but minimal, very carefully-controlled growth. 
Impact on schools, water usage, parking, traffic. 
Based on all of the current growth projections I have seen for the Santa Ynez Valley and Solvang, 
alternative B seems appropriate and sufficient. 
It will meet the needs of current projections for the next 20 years. 
Adequate since low or no growth is expected in SOLVANG over the next 20 years 
It meets the needs of the projected growth of Solvang in the next 20+ years. 
Modest increase without dell high density 
Leave as is. 
change is needed, but it needs to be done in a more gradual way and also, really don't want higher 
rise buildings...that will change the look and feel more than many other things would 
More busyness and traffic has lowered the quality of life in town after town....and the reason people 
moved here in the first place. Please don't let it happen to us. 
Although I like Alternative A, I picked B because we probably need to be able to grow. 
Allows for affordable housing increases, but keeps density at a reasonable level. 
I picked A not because Solvang does not need to address housing issues but because this report's 
designation of open space is skewed and inaccurate. 
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Question 19 – If you selected “None of the Above” in question #17, wha would you recommend 
changing in any of these three alternatives?  
 

Question 19: If you selected “None of the Above” in question #17, what would 
you recommend changing in any of the three alternatives? 

Responses 
Pump the breaks! We don't need more water restrictions and more traffic. 
Stop the insane growth! 
Na 
You politicians are simple unbelievable. 
You need to address the problems we have now before expanding growth. Right now traffic through 
town is very congested. But the number 1 problem the city has is it cannot meet the needs of water 
for the existing population with out having to go into extreme water conservation every year. Fix 
these problems then think about if more housing is really what we want to see. Also bringing in more 
will effect the quality of life we have here now. Once you expand it and change that it can never go 
back. If we wanted to live in a big city , we would have moved there. I personally choose Solvang 
cause I liked the small town vibe. This is also why we get so many tourists from LA. They want to get 
away from the big city mess and relax in a quite, peaceful town. 
More affordable single family dwellings. Not so many tightly packed apartments. 
I haven’t learned specific details 
Focus area seems too large 
It’s too much. 
Why change anything? Let a small and beautiful town be the way it is. 
Leave area towards river alone. Mobile home area is quiet and sacred 
Alternative C but no multi-unit residential unless part of mixed-use development 
I do not support the programs with in survey at this time 
again, we don’t have the infrastructure for more housing 
One of the worst things to happen could be allowing taller buildngs and more cut off views. The 
reason people move to Solvang is to be able to see the mountains, be in the country, be able to look 
out their window and see a quant town. If you want to turn it into Goleta then you need to reassess 
what you are doing in Solvang. This is the country. This is a small town. We are country folk. There is a 
reason we live here. 
Unknown 
No changes to Solvang at all. It is, or was, a small community I have lived in for over 10 years and in 
the Santa Ynez Valley over 30 years. Watching it grow to what developers want will make further 
changes that to me, and many others, is not acceptable. 
Alternative B would be my choice if the TRC remained unchanged 
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Question 20 – On a scale of 1-10, how much of an impact does traffic along Highway 246/Mission 
Drive have on Solvang? 
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Question 21 – On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate traffic in the neighborhoods of Solvang? 
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Question 22 – What are specific areas in Solvang that you feel experience higher levels of traffic 
and congestion?  
 

Question 22: What are specific areas in Solvang that you feel experience higher 
levels of traffic and congestion? 

Responses 
For starters: Mission, Oak, Alisal 
There is no parking now this will be a big problem for our city 
Well - Mission, Alisal, Oak Street. 
Mission Dr, Eucalytpus, Laurel, Atterdag Rd., Alisal Rd. I avoid going into Downtown Solvang because 
it is so busy. It is difficult to pakr at the post office. A lot of people drive fast through the side streets 
and neighborhoods as well as park outside of the downtown areas. 
Alamo Pintado, 246, all streets in downtown Solvang. If higher density goes through all major roads 
will bw impacted. What will happen to air quality? Lights at night ? 
Alisal and 246 
Mission 
Depends on neighborhood. Laurel, 5th and other streets below it serve as byways from 246 traffic by 
locals, impacting those neighborhoods. Viborg is another byway 
Downtown 
Alisal Rd, Highway 246, Copenhagen, Oak St, Neighborhoods close to town 
definitely 246/mission drive. 
Mission, Oak, Second, Fifth, Atterdag, and Alisal. 
246 coming from the casino! 
Alisal Road and Alamo Pintado Road 
Oak Street and other streets used to circumvent 246, and Atterdag Rd. 
Highway 246, Chalk Hill Rd. Skytt Mesa RD, Fifth St, Oak ST, Viborg Canyon, Fredensborg canyon Rd., 
Atterdag RD. 
Highway 246/Mission approaching Alamo Pintado Rd and in downtown Solvang. 
Mission between Alisal and 5th 
Mission Drive from 5th Street through Atterdag can easily take 10 minutes to drive through. 
We have far too many tourists. 
1) by Hans Christien Anderson Park 
2) Alamo Pintado Road and 
3) Mission Drive 
Between the high school and downtown. 
Just Mission/246. Locals know how to navigate around congestion just fine. 
5th Street, chalk hill road, fredensborg cyn, Viborg, Atterdag 
Skytt mesa gets tons of people cutting through going too fast when 246 is backed up 
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Question 22: What are specific areas in Solvang that you feel experience higher 
levels of traffic and congestion? 

Responses 
Light at Alamo Pintado and 246, continuing to Alisal which pushes traffic into neighborhood to the 
north at Pine Street. 
The center 
Depends on time of day 246 
On Mission Drive. This has gotten worse with the closure of Copenhagen Drive. 
Everywhere in the downtown area, always on Mission. Weekends are impossible. 
Alisal road is a problem with tourists just crossing when and where they want. Parking is an issue? Can 
you rent the bank parking lot at Alisal and 246...the old bank? Maybe offer paid 
parking there? 
5th Street has become a thoroughfare to avoid Mission Drive traffic both ways. Heading towards 
Atterdag, the traffic speeds by and speed bumps need to be increased and tickets given. No sidewalks 
so pedestrians are taking their life in their hands if walking and 5th street serves as overflow parking 
most weekends. Not acceptable!!! 
Chalk Hill Rd., Skytt Mesa, Laurel, Alisal. 
All of the side streets off 246 
246 after school hours 
Fifth St. between Oak St. and Mission Dr. and Oak St. at Alisal Rd. It can be difficult driving and 
walking in those areas on the weekend as traffic backs up. 
Hwy 246 FRI-SUN 
Locals use 5th-to-Laurel and Oak streets to bypass 246 traffic but do not obey speed limits or stop 
signs. 
Solvang is the middle of the hourglass between Buellton and SY. We get the traffic bottleneck of folks 
going between the two. Locals use 5th/Laurel and Oak to bypass 246 but do not obey speed limits and 
stop signs. 
Pine Street and then down Maple etc.... 5th street/Laurel especially with locals. Very unfair to the 
residents in those areas. I drive them slowly but I see too many locals speeding through those areas. 
246…Buellton to Santa Ynez 
obviously 246 but also the shortcuts around it such as Alisal Rd. Viborg/Fredensborg, etc. 
Skytt Mesa, Chalk Hill, Fredensborg and Viborg, Alisal too. People are looking for a short cut through 
town and then go through the neighborhoods quickly. We need a bypass rd. 
All streets parallel to Mission and other Mission by-pass roads such as Viborg. The traffic makes our 
neighborhoods unsafe and causes excessive noise. Congestion eliminates parking in our own 
neighborhoods too. 
Any and all areas off of Mission Drive are impacted by traffic. I avoid it during the weekends and only 
use it during the week. When I purchased our home in 2018, I made sure the realtor understood that 
we needed a home that we could get in and out of using side roads (in order to avoid Mission). 
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Question 22: What are specific areas in Solvang that you feel experience higher 
levels of traffic and congestion? 

Responses 
The worst area is of course the entire length of Mission Drive, but downtown is impacted, too. I wish 
we had more public transportation and more separated, Class IV bike lanes. 
Near school, thru town. 
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Question 23 – Should the Fjord Drive extension be considered as an alternative to alleviate local 
and regional traffic within the next 20 years?  
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Question 24 – Do you believe paid parking or time-limited parking can ease parking congestion in 
the downtown area? 
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Question 25 – If you answered “No” to question #24, please explain why? 

  

Question 25: If you answered “No” to question #24, please explain why? 

Responses 
That will just force tourists to park in other residential neighbors that have no meters. 
Are you going to install parking meters all over Solvang? If you do, this will just force visitors to park in 
unmetered neighbor hoods and impact our quality of living here. 
There is nit enough parking in the downtown area. People would just park in the neighborhoods and 
walk. The city is only 1 mile across. 
Too much like a BIG city!!! 
How would this alleviate traffic. Tourist would either pay to park or park in residential areas, and 
locals would pay the price or inconvenience 
It’s just another tax. It will discourage locals from patronizing downtown. 
Limited time, but not paid 
People will park further into the neighborhoods and with greater frequency than they already do. I 
like your wayfaring idea. Directional signage is needed. 
Many tourists are already used to paying for parking elsewhere. For them, paying for parking will just 
be seen as part of the cost for visiting Solvang. Those who don’t want to pay will park on residential 
streets, such as Oak, Elverhoy and First. When you drive hours to get here, you’re not going to leave 
early because you want to save a couple of bucks on parking by leaving early. 
If you have paid parking the people looking for parking will just park on the residential streets and 
walk to town so they don't have to worry about feeding the meter. Which would just make it worse 
for the residents. Are you really concerned about the quality of life here or just looking for was to 
make more money for the city? Everything on this survey seems to be tied to how can the city make 
more money? 
First hr should be free! 
How about getting rid of the massive trucks instead. 
Unnecessary 
No, because then the topic comes up if the restaurants and hotels have to provide complimentary 
free parking, and if people want to stay they will stay. Are you going to hire police security to go 
around and check cars? 
Who is going to monitor it. Nobody does any parking monitoring now. 
I wouldn't mind time limited, but I think paid parking isn't necessary 
I purposely avoid Santa Barbara because of paid parking. I think some might do that here. If I have to 
pay for parking I won't shop in town. 
I think the majority of tourists are day trippers so it may just lead to shorter stays to leave when their 
parking is up 
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Question 25: If you answered “No” to question #24, please explain why? 

Responses 
Locals need that parking too. Plenty of tourists will pay for parking and it won't decrease parking 
congestion. The only people that will suffer from this are valley residents. 
Would discourage people from staying in town. 
The City NEEDS PAID PARKING to supplement the GENERAL FUND! Every tourist town in California 
charges for parking... WHY aren't we....? 
It would keep tourist away 
There's just not enough parking. 
The volume will be the same regardless of payment. 
If visitors cannot park free close to downtown, they will start parking in the residential areas more 
than they currently already do. 
We want tourists and locals in the downtown area. Parking alternatives, ie perimeter lots and streets, 
provide sufficient space. 
If you have timed parking, people will just have to move their cars and create more congestion 
It would be a negative impact to tourist. Would be more like other cities 
Parking meters are ugly and I think they don't bring in the revenue they cost. Some nice parking lots 
with picnic space or promote bikes- electric bike kiosk..park outside of the tourist area 
Because it takes away some charm 
Paid Parking and Meters will take the charm away from our quaint town 
People needing parking are going to park whether or not they pay or not. Plus paid parking will 
encourage people to park in the residential areas. 
I don't think that will cause locals to ride their bikes to town to save a few $ 
They will park at schools parkings 
Big city gadgets 
I also have a home in Pismo Beach. They have paid parking and limited time parking. It has not eased 
congestion and in fact, people are circling all the time looking for parking. More parking is needed 
perhaps through parking structures rather than limited parking time or paid parking. People want to 
get away from the "city" look of paid parking. It is one of the reasons they come to Solvang. 
If you limit parking, then you have people moving their cars around, looking for another parking space 
= more traffic. Paid parking is annoying for visitors and creates more foot traffic to and from parking 
lots. We need more parking alternatives. 
Hard to know what impact this would have. Of course, people would start searching in neighborhoods 
for free parking exacerbating the traffic and parking issues already at play in neighborhoods. What 
about paid underground parking structure? I'm thinking about what they did at Millennial Park in 
Chicago--took surface parking and put underground paid and build a beautiful green community 
space on top. Let's get creative! 
It would ruin the flavor of the Village and frustrate visitors. 
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Question 25: If you answered “No” to question #24, please explain why? 

Responses 
People will simply look for free parking a little further away so will impact more streets 
Because it would disrupt the visits of visitors without adding any parking resources. 
I think one of the things that makes Solvang charming is that we don't charge for parking. I don't think 
charging or limiting time will ease congestion. 
So many people come into town and there are only so many parking spaces so parking spills onto all 
the residential streets. 
The meters never pay for themselves. Cost, installation, maintenance (money and equipment repair 
or replacement) 
Might harm retail business 
It just annoys the tourists, but they will still park there. It feels like a money grab but not a solution. 
I don't like going to cities and having to deal with paid parking and meters. It's not relaxing or 
welcoming. I don't want people to come here and have that same feeling. We need to have better 
signage of where parking is available - Solvang School lot, Outlet Mall, and the city lots that are under 
utilized. 
People will pay. It happens everywhere especially when you’re promoting a town. 
Do you want locals coming into Solvang? If no, add paid parking. 
There have been studies over the years trying analyze this issue and I have sat in on many discussions 
about this subject. The conclusion has been always to not impose fees for parking and I agree with 
this. 
No! It would distract significantly from the tourist experience to have to worry about parking meters 
and time limits. 
Tourists will pay for parking and residents will be annoyed and not shop in downtown Solvang 
In general yes, but I do not believe the City would implement the necessary enforcement to make it 
viable option 
We do not have enough parking spaces for employees and tourism plus residents coming into town. 
over 500 parking spaces for day trip guest. the hotels should have over 300 parking spaces for the 
guests in their lots 
I think timed parking is a pain, and people would not want to stay and buy stuff if they had to worry 
about their cars. It's to big city to have timed parking 
But please include free parking passes for residents in paid parking areas. 
Yes, if it is possible to extend all the way to Alamo Pintado (not via Alisal). Otherwise, it will not help 
to alleviate traffic and only ruin the community for no possible gain. 
It will keep from parking and locals from going downtown. 
Because it would also affect locals. I buy much of my food, spices, cheeses, drinks and items from 
small shops downtown, in addition to going to the post office nearly every day because I work from 
home now. Deterring me (a local) to shop at these places by making me pay for parking would prove 
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Question 25: If you answered “No” to question #24, please explain why? 

Responses 
that the town only cares about tourism and making a quick buck. 25 cents is not going to make a 
tourist stay less time. They will pay whatever they have to pay to stay in a spot for as long as they 
want. If you do this it is just a money grab and a big slap in the face for the locals. 
Paid parking would limit the time people enjoy Solvang which would lower the tax that is collected. 
People will leave sooner. 
It will push people to park in neighborhoods near by, especially around Solvang Elementary, which 
does not need more traffic in the area for safety reasons. 
Won't ease parking 
It would only somewhat help the parking situation. Really need more dedicated off street parking 
facilities 
Too complicated 
I don't think it would affect visitors, who will be annoyed at being charged but won't stop driving 
around and parking in Solvang. It MIGHT encourage locals to walk or ride bikes into town, but I doubt 
it. 
There sems to be enough turnover of spaces. 
People are going to park when and where they need to. It could help the town financially, 
though. 
You have to park somewhere. Paying for it or time limits just degrades the quality of the 
experience/cost of life. You will park anyway. 
we need more parking space. restricting parking will not improve the situation and it will increase the 
parking issues for residents on 1st and 2nd streets 
We just don't have enough parking, whether it's paid or free. Projects approved in the last year or so 
have been given waivers (I reference the building at First and Molle Way) which are inexplicable given 
their plans for activities. 
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Question 26 – Alternative forms of parking such as parking structures in the center of Solvang were 
highlighted as potential options to address parking demand. Do you feel parking structures should 
be considered as a viable option for part of the General Plan? 
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Question 27 – If you answered “No” to question #26, please explain why? 
 

Question 27: If you answered “No” to question #26, please explain why? 

Responses 
Would have to know what area would be committed to additional parking. 
What's next, high rise condominiums for the snowbirds? 
Are you guys serious! This is not downtown LA. What's next, a high rise? 
It’s Solvang not a big city!! 
Stupid!! How can anyone see how a parking structure would fit in architecturally to complicate the 
quaintness of our community 
Ugly snd unnecessary 
Ugly and cumbersome. Unless you did a parking structure at Vets on the existing parking lot that is 
the same early Calif architecture and made it beautiful 
Would like to see photos of SLO parking garages mentioned in presentation on the 13th. Should't we 
consider parking garages on east and west entrances to Solvang as alternative (National Parks 
solution) with public transportation in and out of village area? 
Too unsightly 
Not within the keeping o the Solvang image 
I don’t want Solvang to look like a mall or the Chumash Casino. 
Parking garages are for big cities- or the casino. It's also where a lot of crime occurs. Do avoid. 
We should stay charming and rural. A concrete parking structure would be an eye sore for our pretty 
town and we do not need more tourists. We have more than our streets can handle. 
I think there is enough parking available 
If you have a parking structure then the same reason, you have to have some kind of security! More 
costs and it could only be up to 2 stories tall. Waste of money. 
We are a small community. Parking structures are ugly 
I live right by Solvang School and there is alway plenty of parking available for people who want to 
walk a few blocks. We are a small town that can be navigated pretty easily and parking is not that 
substantial of an issue to necessitate a parking structure. 
PAID PARKING 
It would impact traffic 
They’re unsightly 
Unless the parking structures are underground, with mixed-use or “city square” public space placed 
above, parking structures do not fit with the visual “village” character of Solvang. 
Ugly- will be vacant and crime centers 9 months of the year...will be used on weekends, holidays and 
summer. Bad idea 
Seems like you're trying to make this little town into a big city 
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Question 27: If you answered “No” to question #26, please explain why? 

Responses 
Parking structures would take way from the feel of our small quaint town but if they have to be 
considered I would build up the existing public parking lots 
I said yes with the understanding that a level of underground parking is included and not exceeding 2 
levels above ground. 
Not unless they could be underground or not very visible. 
Only if underground or retail on first floor and only if good design. I am really against parking 
structures except underground as they are eyesores and take up limited development options 
They would be unsightly - maybe down by Nielsen’s with a trolley? 
I honestly don't feel that parking is that bad in Solvang. 
EYE SORE. The lots are too small for a structure. 
Unless they are discrete and hidden like the one in the back of the Landsby or can be located between 
Alisal and the Mission (bus parking behind Tower Pizza and Post Office). 
The Landsby has a good example of multi-level parking that is unobtrusive. Lived here for years before 
I realized there was parking underneath. So if we can do that, then yes to a structure, or requiring 
new builds to have "hidden" parking. And let's encourage people to walk and bike once they are here 
- more pedestrian friendly and more e-bike rental availability. 
This was a small town. You’re trying to make Solvang into something it’s never been. 
As stated in a previous question, we still want Solvang to look like Solvang. 
Why in the world would we need it? 
Parking structures are not part of the scene in Danish villages. I can't see one in the town that would 
not detract from the tourist experience. 
parking lots are compatible with Solvang. Parking garages do not belong in small towns 
I like the small town feel when you come into Solvang. If parking structures were to be built, traffic 
would increase and look out of place 
Too big city 
It doesn’t fit Solvang 
we don't need 2-5 story structures. they are ugly. 
ARE YOU KIDDING A FREAKING PARKING GARAGE IN DOWNTOWN SOLVANG?!?!?!?!?!? 
Put structures at edge of town with shuttle 
Only if they're underground or made with aesthetics in mind and heavily planted with native trees 
and shrubs. 
On one hand, parking at certain times of year is a nightmare, so a structure could be helpful. 
However, it will have a huge negative effect on the small town charm of Solvang. 
Structures, yes. In center of Solvang, no. 
Is a total antithesis of the whole idea of a quaint little town that is charming. Parking structures? 
Seriously??? Tourists will stop coming as the ''quaint village'' atmosphere 
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Question 27: If you answered “No” to question #26, please explain why? 

Responses 
disappears. A parking structure will be a BIG degradation in the ''village'' feel. 
It will ruin the look of the community 
I am afraid it would keep to the architectural style of Solvang. 
If a parking structure could be mostly underground, that would be good, but I frankly don't trust the 
city to come up with a parking structure that would not be hideous and way too tall. 
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Question 28 – Do you believe the City should consider additional pedestrian-oriented or pedestrian-
friendly environments in the community (i.e., city center plaza, expanded sidewalks, pedestrian-
only streets)? If yes, please provide examples. 
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Question 29 – If you answered “Yes” to question #28, please provide examples. 
 

Question 29: If you answered “Yes” to question #28, please provide examples. 

Responses 
No keep it small town!!! 
Plazas and pedestrian only streets are great for Solvang. Sidewalks are needed on Alisal - between 
Maple and Laurel. 
All of the above sound great. 
We like Copenhagen to remain pedestrian friendly! 
Open patios/sidewalk table space, walking only zones for businesses and visitors & tourists. European 
models 
Definitely Copenhagen. Need to creatively look at this question, particularly expansion of Solvang 
Park, along with parking garages. Could Solvang School and City consider two levels of parking on 
Lower School lot with solar panels? 
More designated walking/bike trails 
I love what's happened with Copenhagen, especially if more housing is developed, there will be 
options for open spaces. if Fjord drive is extended it seems like more streets would be open, like the 
area near theaterfest. 
Anything that separates pedestrians from motor vehicle areas is a good thing and enhances safety, 
especially when pedestrians can own the space. Since people are drawn to where other people are 
congregating, it can be developed intentionally and can be a plus to local businesses. There are lots of 
examples of this from around the country. 
Keeping Copenhagen makes visiting that more special and comfortable. The overall feel of the 
Copenhagen area right now is way better than it was in the past when cars were there. It is a lot more 
relaxed without everyone jammed on the sidewalk trying to get around each other. 
city center plaza, expanded sidewalks, pedestrian-only streets 
expanded/more sidewalks 
Copenhagen Drive can be a gem. People like it but it looks cheap. Make it permanent and develop it 
for walking 
High density parking structure along with pedestrian only, park like plazas would be desirable. 
I like having Copenhagen Street closed to through traffic but it needs to have a more permanent look 
Bike paths along the river between 154 and Buellton. 
Expanded sidewalks, center plaza 
Keep Copenhagen as is. Pedestrian only. Prohibit bikes on sidewalks and Copenhagen (pedestrian 
areas). Add crosswalk at the Mission entrance on Mission Drive. 
Copenhagen should remain closed to motorized traffic. 
Find another way for both pedestrians and autos to travel on the streets. Maybe some one way 
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Question 29: If you answered “Yes” to question #28, please provide examples. 

Responses 
roads 
I like the closed street. 
Parking lot between Mission and Copenhagen just behind Solvang Park (Solvang Visitor Center area) 
should be considered for city center plaza, with subterranean parking garage. 
Copenhagen should remain closed, and improved for walking, between Alisal and Second Streets or 
Atterdag Road. Also sidewalks should be constructed on Fredensborg Canyon Road between Atterdag 
Road and Viborg Roads, and added to on Viborg Road between Frdensborg and Alamo Pintado Roads. 
Enjoyed no traffic on Copenhagen and Solvang is a walking town and that should be encouraged 
Sidewalks are needed on at least one side of every residential street for children walking to Solvang 
School! Higher density residences mean more cars parked on the street, and some street are barely 
wide enough for a car on each side; where are the kids going to go?? 
Having Copenhagen closed is good for tourism. Maybe some planter boxes in the center would make 
Copenhagen more of an attraction 
Look at Europe! All walkable downtowns. People want to be outside 
I like the closure of Copenhagen but I would provide and expanded are on those sections and have 
permanent and uniform structures that extend into the center of the street 
All of the above as part of a Master Plan. 
Copenhagen remain closed to traffic. Also better planned crosswalks on 246 and Alisal. 
Pedestrian streets are perfect for the Solvang vibe - very European. 
Bridge over 246 for foot traffic 
All of your suggestions sound great 
St George's lumberyard with some retail? 
Research around the world demonstrates that residents and visitors alike want a walking pedestrian 
experience. We need more green space, expanded sidewalks throughout town, bike paths and ped 
only streetscapes throughout town 
Entire Village area should be pedestrian only. Sidewalks should be widened and repaired (many 
hazards to pedestrians now). 
Copenhagen is thriving with activity and the new area behind McLain cellars is packed. This is what we 
need more of to bring more tourist revenue. Higher end experiences 
Keeping Copenhagen closed and developing it into a city center plaza 
The Mission-Alisal-Copenhagen—2nd Street blocks could benefit from better pedestrian access and 
flow. 
Yes, keeping Copenhagen closed is a good start! 
Expanded sidewalks on Copenhagen with a center lane available for the trolley, parades or 
entertainment. 
Keep Copenhagen closed to traffic 
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Question 29: If you answered “Yes” to question #28, please provide examples. 

Responses 
Close all of Copenhagen from Atterdag to Alisal. The closed section was amazing during the Pandemic. 
Farmers Market is more pleasant, Christmas was really beautiful and gave the 
area a European village feel. Tourists weren't all jammed up on the sidewalks on the weekends 
making Copenhagen a more relaxed family atmosphere. 
Studies show pedestrian-oriented areas are safer for all ages, better for businesses as people are 
"hanging around" longer, create vibrant neighborhoods. Studies also show people don't like change. 
But once they see the positive benefit they will like it. Keep Copenhagen closed. Move Solvang 
towards a real European feel. COVID is not going away - outdoor areas are going to continue to be 
important. It is also just more relaxed and calmer without the cars, noise and exhaust. 
These add to the European feel and allow for comfortable walking and shopping. 
It is very European to have walking plaza's and area's without traffic. A well designed plaza downtown 
I believe is beneficial for the town and it's residence. 
I support the closure of Copenhagen Drive. And more sidewalks are needed in the neighborhood 
north of Hwy. 246. 
Copenhagen works! 
The Copenhagen closure is nice because it limits the traffic through the streets and reduces 
overcrowded sidewalks 
Like pedestrian only streets like Copenhagen is now. Would like sidewalks on Chalk Hill by the 
cemetery so I don't feel like I will get hit by a fast car bringing out the trash 
If the circulation problems caused by closed streets could be satisfactorily solved, then perhaps I'd 
answer yes. But the expense to the city will be significant. 
Parking structures below ground with pedestrian areas and commercial activities above 
yes, sidewalks are too narrow in downtown when Solvang is busy 
Wider sidewalks and additional lighting for crosswalks are needed. A bicycle path would be nice. And 
most important a sidewalk or official path is needed from Nyborg Estates area down the hill to 
Buellton. I've seen way too many people walking down that hill almost get hit by cars. There is no 
reason why a very nice sidewalk even a bike path could not be added on the downhill side of the road. 
Pedestrian only streets have worked very well for others cities we have visited. More foot traffic, 
more outdoor seating for restaurants. 
Bike lanes 
The streets closed for the last few years have made the city much more fun to walk in! 
City must provide safe walking and pedestrian areas throughout the city not just the commercial 
zone. very unsafe now with a high rate of pedestrian use on main roads and neighborhood streets. 
Residential use of streets must be as much a priority as tourist use. 
1. City friendly plaza 
2.integrated parking and outdoor business with restructuring the 
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Question 29: If you answered “Yes” to question #28, please provide examples. 

Responses 
Sidewalks. 
3.stamped concrete with landscaping of large trees, lighting etc. for walkways that are integrated 
outdoor wine and restaurants services. Removal of sidewalks next to businesses 
Why don't we just make Solvang a car-free, pedestrian-friendly town? We could have parking outside 
of town and free shuttles, rickshaws, or other means of transportation to and around. I know, 
unlikely. But why not? 
Pedestrian only streets tend to concentrate visitors to areas where traffic is not a consideration. 
Things like de la Guerra plaza in SB 
I like the idea of the main street being pedestrian only as it has been in COVID times....if that is 
commercially workable. 
Sidewalks in the neighborhoods because a lot of people walk daily. 
Please do keep Copenhagen drive as pedestrian only, and improve it visually 
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Question 30 – Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for consideration in the 
preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 
 

Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
We feel that the one thing that draws paying tourists to this area is the the still unique Danish theme 
and the beauty of the area. High density should be considered in other big city environments. Some 
places should not be considered for high density. Don’t change it. 
Stop the madness! 
I think all of this is dumb. I have lived in many places, and the denser the population the problems the 
community has. We live here for the quiet and peaceful community. We are close to busier and 
denser areas (SM & SB) and look at the problems they have. SM is no longer a community. It is a big 
box haven. SB is so dense if there is an accident the gridlock is horrible. Why are you pushing this on 
our wonderful community? Instead push back on the state/county and say NO. Do what your 
constituents want. 
Create more public parks and preserved open space around town - keep higher density residential 
close to main commercial areas 
Whatever you do, please make it beautiful and don’t let any money hungry schisters win the contracts 
who will cut corners and do a crummy job. Solvang is too special to put in the hands of land grabbers 
like the guy who thought it was a great idea to destroy our Veteran’s Building so he could make a 
buck. 
Keep Solvang quaint and charming. Do not make it Disneyland! 
1.Through traffic seems like an unsolvable problem on 246. Could pedestrian overpasses be used? 
2.Develop the passive park between Mission and Village Collection, maybe using theme of Hans 
Christian Andersen's fairy tales. 
3. Could pedestrian scrambles be used in places like Alisal and Copenhagen? Where 1st and 2nd cross 
Copenhagen? Would prefer overpasses on 
246 to scrambles, but scrambles are my 2nd choice. 
4. Important to consider how to encourage development of experience-based business as a more 
important element in the mix of tourist serving businesses. 
5. Vacant/underutilized parcels seem to include the land at entrance to Village Collection now 
landscaped with some trails but evidently under jurisdiction of its HOA. Needs investigation with HOA 
to determine if only or best use is a park like area, whether it should be extension of land reserved for 
city passive park north of development.  
6. Strip across Alisal, now public land with part used for city utilities. Should lower part be developed 
for some kind of housing? 
7. Fjord extension. Need to be able to offer Fjord 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
residents, who bitterly oppose even bike lanes on street, some irresistible tradeoffs like elimination of 
dust from sand and gravel, etc. in current industrial area by rethinking as part of SOI annexation 
process how to use that land in ways that eliminate mobile home park and other residents' dust 
problems. 
We have to do something about the cost of living, and that means first and foremost, housing. 
Increase affordable housing opportunities, separate pedestrians from motor vehicle areas to the 
greatest extent possible, create pedestrian and bike-friendly areas, and address the traffic congestion 
on the streets mentioned earlier. Good luck to you, and great work so far! 
Politics beginning with leveling of Atterdag College continues to flourish in Solvang!!!! 
I own property in Solvang and have lived in the area for over 40 years. I, personally, think there are 
adequate tourist hotels/motels in the Valley. It's time to consider the employees and young local 
families. 
Quit thinking about how to generate more money for the city. Take care of the problems we have 
right now. #1 meeting the water needs for the community as it sits right now. #2 Traffic, Make a 
bypass around the city. Connect Fjord to 246 and Alamo Pinatado. This would stop lot of the large 
truck traffic through the center of town. Also, the commuter traffic that is just trying to get through 
town. Solvang is a destination city. People come here because they planned to. They didn't just 
stumble on it while out for a ride in the country. Make and keep that quite country feel that we all 
love and appreciate. This is what attracts tourists! Since you seem so into making money this is the 
way you should go about it. This is what you should be working on to improve. Vacations are to relax 
and wind down. If you build more, it will change that forever, and you will never get that back. People 
love seeing and enjoying open space. Leave what we have alone! 
Just make it affordable! Not everybody makes 100k a year working in a little town. Single parents, 
retired folks, and lower income people have the right to continue living in Solvang too. 
Bikes. Make it safer. You can go anywhere in town on a bike. But the cars on Mission are aggressive 
and dangerous. 
We are a unique town and should remain that way. It has served us well to have pretty architecture 
set in a beautiful landscape. We need to limit tourism and stop trying to cram as many people in as 
possible; it isn't safe or pleasant. There is ample affordable housing 25 minutes away in Lompoc; we 
don't need to add more in Solvang. Our landscape is too beautiful and unique to ruin it by building 
huge, tall buildings. 
Keep the homeless in mind, food insecurity, wages of what people can afford and by implementing 
some projects be aware of the outside costs to keep them going. 
I have lived here for over 80 years. The changes I ah e seen are disappointing. We are loosing our 
small neighborhood community. 
Let's find a way to mitigate all the damage and problems caused by the Casino. 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
I beg of you to take this into consideration. With the housing that I'm sure will be added to our city, 
the cost of housing/rent needs to be taken into consideration. People who work in this town, but 
don't own property or businesses, cannot afford to live here. Dual-income families are being forced 
from homes they rent and they can't find anything similar. Additionally, we have multiple families 
living in single apartments. These are folks who make our businesses and tourism run. We need to 
take care of them. Low-income housing needs to be part of this plan, and we need to figure 
something out so that housing, whether rent or ownership, does not simply become something for 
wealthy people or those who are inheriting property from family who paid affordable rates a long 
time ago. We need to make sure our housing takes care of the diverse people who take care of our 
town and our businesses. Please make this a priority in the General Plan 
Tourist parking, more housing especially pet friendly and alternative routes for cars and bikes are our 
main concerns 
Don’t let woke government change the character of Solvang. 
We do NOT have the infrastructure for residential growth. The City cannot currently keep up with the 
maintenance of roads, sidewalks, sewer system and drinking water requirements... WHAT is going to 
change? Is there a "Danish Magic Fairy" who has a fiscal and water wand she can wave....? 
We need more activities & restaurant options for locals. Roller-skating, bowling, etc. would be good 
for teens & tourists. 
The city needs to address the traffic in Solvang before even thinking about increasing population 
housing 
Keep the present city borders as they are. Fill in the available spaces within the present city 
boundaries. Consider underground parking structures with open parks above. 
Pedestrian safety is eroding and all you have to do is walk through town to see examples, especially in 
the weekend when tourists are at the height. Incorporate empty existing buildings or run down 
spaces into lower cost housing 
Just recently moved to Solvang. Love it here. Please don't change it much. 
Survey the residents on the high traffic streets I mentioned above about parking and traffic issues. 
Also, the bypass along Fjord was in the books for years. Start planning for it now with the possibility of 
getting help from infrastructure money, Chumash, neighboring Valley cities. 
Move the post office to the less intense place. Open a movie theater. Let local rent their rooms or 
houses. Control the prices: locals could pay % less 
The State mandate for housing is undesirable for small towns 
Please don't destroy what we have here by overbuilding. Re parking structures: I vote yes, but only if 
they can be underground or otherwise disguised. Thanks. 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
As much as I like the walking Copenhagen street, it is ugly and has no theme or decent parklets? If 
made as charming as other walking streets with flowers and nice seating and better parking a block or 
tow away? 
Solvang is a charming "village". Don't ruin the charm of the main tourist area. Instead, double down 
on beautifying what is there and making it tourist- friendly; i.e.: better sidewalks, bathrooms, 
entertainment. Enhance the outlying areas (Alamo Pintado Rd., Quarry area, Agriculture area off 246. 
The Fjord Extension could be a valuable resource for emergency vehicle access and be rendered 
palatable for affected residents by being limited to monitored local resident use only via gates and/or 
license plate recognition or other similar technology. 
It would be nice to have more safe walking trails that are separated from the highway. 
Does the California law mentioned above cover cities and towns of all sizes? We may fall under it if 
there is a population number or density value. 
Round-abouts?? Studies show they work. Again, people will figure them out. More bicycle friendly 
roads. Speed bumps or dips right at the intersections to slow traffic and make people actually STOP at 
the stop signs. People speed down our street, maybe slow for the speed humps then blow through 
the stop signs and I live RIGHT BY THE SCHOOL. Sidewalk extension on 5th street between Laurel and 
Elm. There isn't sidewalk on either side of the street and it is dangerous to walk in the street (tourists 
and locals) and children/families use the route to school and to the park. This project in Lompoc is 
intriguing- dense but a sense of community too: https://www.brisaencina.com/about 
Bicycle friendly roads and paths. 
We should be protecting our town from the onslaught that has ruined the rest of California 
Though I live in SY, I am a landlord in Solvang so have a serious interest. 
Leave fjord alone please 
I believe there is an opportunity to create a beautiful downtown plaza for all to enjoy and be proud of 
well into the future. It has to be well designed and done with quality and in the European tradition 
with seating and defined area's for food etc. Expanded growth oriented zone changes I do not feel 
would be beneficial for the town, people who visit and live here enjoy the small town feel and 
ambiance, we have one of the most beautiful towns and settings in this state and we must work hard 
to retain it and prevent any over development. 
As the reputation of Solvang as a fun place to visit is critical for the economic future of the town, only 
changes that will enhance that experience should be made. 
Do not develop lot 72 
I moved here to get away from traffic and the density of cities, and to live in a small town with small 
town values. I've never been happier and I know that the children of residents who move back to 
Solvang have left cities for the same reason! don't make Solvang a place that we want to move away 
from 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
I would as the planning dept to look at full development plans before hotels are concerned in the 
future. parking must come with each hotel room. 
letting current residents add guest dwellings for visitors 
I like that Solvang is small and quaint and I don't want to see it have big structures and giant parking 
and meters and things that make it difficult to get around and make it like a city. I love our parks and 
public restrooms, visitors center. i think the traffic through town is my biggest issue. A bypass would 
be great to alleviate traffic zooming through the residential areas and allow people a way around the 
tourist. 
You really need to consider protection of scenic views, which are important to both residents and 
tourists. You also need to understand the expense of some of your proposals. Your land use 
alternatives really don't result in the rural, small town community valued so much by Solvang's 
residents. 
I haven't seen much movement on some of these projects since I've moved here: 
https://lompocrecord.com/news/local/long-stalled-projects-getting-underway-insolvang/ 
article_44922d50-bbf8-5c3e-a730-50ea6590aa8b.html 
Any changes in Solvang planning should be coordinated across the entire Santa Ynez Valley rather 
than in a microcosm. 
sports fields are needed for current residents- there are currently not enough already. Let's not forget 
to take care of our CURRENT residents before thinking about adding more housing for more people to 
move in. 
As I said those of us who live here and own properties should be most important, not the tourists. 
Parking structures would kill this place. Building buildings higher would kill this place. This is not why I 
or any of us came to live here. We want to live in a SMALL town, quiet, secret, away from the masses. 
We don't want to live in Goleta. This is a slice of paradise in an otherwise bustling city. My neighbor 
was given special permission to build a fortress 2.5 feet from my house and it has absolutely sucked 
the happiness from me. I used to watch sunsets over the mountains and now I look at a white wall as 
far as the eye can see. If you start building more buildings, bigger buildings, that is going against 
everything this town is supposed to be about. There are areas near Alamo Pintado that can handle 
higher residential and larger buildings, but ruining downtown will be the death of this town. You 
cannot even fill the current offices that exist now, how many empty offices are there?? Perhaps 
convert some of the offices on Alisal into apartments but don’t plan enormous multifamily buildings. 
We are all lucky to live here, we live in the country. We are country folk. Please don't ruin our town. 
Add some nice walkways, bike paths, ways for people to get here besides with their cars. A LOT of 
people want to walk from here to Buellton, add a nice sidewalk down there, so many people would 
park somewhere and walk or have a bike day. Please for the love of god do not build a parking garage. 
That enrages me to no end. Everyone's talking about this like young people who don't even 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
understand who we are and why we live here. If you speed up construction and opening up now, then 
its just going to have to keep getting more sped up in the future forever. Build the Clydesdale shelter 
like we voted for AGES ago, add some bike paths and walking paths from Alamo Pintado up and from 
Buellton up to Nyborg Estates, convert some of the crappy unused offices downtown in to apartments 
and build a complex near Alamo Pintado. Some of these hotels in town are not used half the year! We 
cannot fill up our offices and commercial areas already, we don't need to add more. 
Solvang’s tourism, whether it be for the quaint Danish atmosphere or the wineries is going to be the 
driving force of our economy in the future. That said, making it easier for tourists to enjoy our 
community should be of high concern. People who move here and visit here are usually looking to get 
out of the “city” atmosphere. Encouraging too much growth would be detrimental to both. 
Please maintain a surrounding rural atmosphere as a major priority for Solvang 
I fully understand the general plan concepts. But the alternative C as written is a stretch based on the 
basic size, congestion, physical area, and budgetary capabilities of the city. Alternative C should be 
reworked somewhat to factor down the density levels. 
It is necessary to have another artery for traffic ASAP. Mission is a major problem for traffic. Alisal is a 
problem too. I think the alleys in Solvang should become one way street options. 
The push for more tourism is driving up costs and taking away from our community that cannot 
handle the capacities brought in. We need to have a community that can withstand reductions in 
tourism and become more self sustaining with other industries within town (office space, commercial, 
industrial, etc.) retail and hospitality industry should not be all we exist for. It's driving the cost of 
housing to skyrocket and turning rentals into VRBOs and under the table weekend rentals. 
Need for pedestrian overpasses on Mission Dr. 
Please keep Solvang as the sweet and charming city that it is. It's why people come here. 
None 
Any change in traffic on mission which pushes cars And trucks into neighborhoods is unacceptable for 
families with children and pets. 
Expansion/building/increased density simply degrades the quality of life for the residents, and the loss 
of a ''quaint village'' feel will eventually kill off business for the retailers. And even if they made MORE 
money...what good is ''more and more money'' if it doesn't buy quality of life??? 
Residents are being given a back-seat, as it were, to the demands of developers. It is wrong for this 
community and the whole valley. 
Our library is too small for the usage it gets. I would hope that consideration of an enlarged library 
would be part of the land use plan. 
it is important to understand the services (water, waste water, streets, etc.) that are required for any 
change in the city. This should be down before the pan is submitted for EIR or we will have to redo 
the plan 
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Question 30: Provide any other thoughts you would like to pass on for 
consideration in the preparation of the Land Use Alternatives. 

Responses 
Possible one-way streets in narrow areas of residential areas. 
Any plan that allows for more dense housing but does not consider the needs for increased 
public/institutional space (prime example is a larger library facility) is not going to improve our city. 
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